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i'm not really sure how to feel about the name. this is more of a reverb plug-in than an
impulse response one. it's not a convolution plugin, either. but if it's going to be called

"impulse reverb", then it's probably got some impulse-ish properties. here's a set of
identical impulses, replayed at various distances and amounts of reverb, with the spectral
relativity library loaded. here's the same set, set to play the same impulses, but filtered
into just one of the five presets in the impulse filter. if you want to go even further, you
can use the adsr envelope editor to shape the reverb tail or to raise or lower the overall

volume of the impulses. the impulse filter provides five presets, two of which are
available by default. the main impulse response seems to be near the dry/wet control,

with a slight emphasis on the wet side. a better sound is obtained at about two-thirds of
the way from the dry/wet control to the full-wet position. finally, adding a bit of reflection
produces a dense, but useful, sound at about three-quarters of the way from the dry/wet
control to the full-wet position. the adsr envelope editor is one of the most useful tools in

this program. i have no idea how it's implemented, but i doubt it's a code-specific
function. it's far more useful as a starting point for developing your own impulse-reverb

effects. there are some good free impulse response collections available from the
internet, but they tend to be rather limited. the big problem with most of them is that the

user has to download them and then run them. the impulse reverb vst version, on the
other hand, comes with its own impulse response collection, so you can click and drag the

files directly into the plug-in.
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